JOB OFFER PROFILE

Position: C # developer with at least 4 years of experience.
What we are looking for:
We are looking for you who “loves” new technology and quickly can meet your
customers needs.
You are an experienced person with good knowledge of web programming and
database development.
You see yourself as a good programmer in C # .NET, SQL, Frontend and Backend.
As a person, we see that you are open and enjoy a fast changing environment with
short decision-making ways and you are not afraid to come up with new ideas.
We also believe that with your experience, you will have the possibility to grow
within the rest of the development team.
It is a requirement that you master English.
You are well-liked by your colleagues, for your skills in system development,
capacity to work under time pressure and your attitude to deliver amazing code.
You will be part of a development team located in Malaga (Spain) and a business
team located in Stockholm (Sweden).
We grow and need an experienced developer who will focus on designing and
developing our systems for further expansion. You will become part of a company
where customers and employees are involved in the entire development process, so
you can be prepared for many "idea meetings" Our solutions are modern web
applications that are used all over the world and must "deliver" whenever our
customers demand it.
You have the following experience:
Ø
Ø
Ø

C # with at least 4 years experience in complex system solutions
(backend , frontend)
Experience with SQL.
Good understanding speaking and writing in English (the work will be
developed in English as well as the communication with other international
and national departments)

Minimum requirement:
A Bachelor degree in a system development area.

Each team member is a vital and fundamental part in the development of applications
and modules, utilizing our platform. As a team, we will decide our development goals
and each team member takes full responsibility of completing the tasks assigned to
him or her.
Full time 8:30 – 17:00
Location: Malaga
Availability to travel to Sweden, (at the beginning selected candidate will spend 2
weeks in Stockholm for training).
We are:
We started as an internal development department but are now an independent
software development company.
We are developing applications that are web-based. We at Divundo are at the moment
developing applications for the event industry with it´s never ending demand for new
functionality. The systems that we develop today are used worldwide.
The meeting industry is huge and needs a constant inflow of new products and
services. This area is one of our development areas in witch we have a long
experience and where we continually are seeking for new possibilities.
Divundo is part of the company group Sintell AB based in Stockholm Sweden
www.sintell.se
www.divundo.com
www.axaco.se
www.bunga.se

Send your application and CV in English to tommy@divundo.com

